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A B S T R A C T

Hybrid systems are presented as a viable, safe and effective solution to minimize the associated problems of the
dependence on renewable energies with the environmental resources. In this way different renewable systems
such as photovoltaic, wind, hydrogen and so on, can work together to configure hybrid renewable systems.
However, to make them work properly in a holistic way by creating synergies among them is not an easy task.
Recently hydrogen technology has appeared as a promising technology to hybridize renewable energy systems,
since it allows the generation (by electrolyzers) and storage of hydrogen when there is a surplus of energy in the
system, and at a later time (e.g. when there are insufficient renewable resources available) using the stored
hydrogen to generate electrical energy by fuel cells. The choice of a correct energy management strategy should
guarantee an optimum performance of the whole hybrid renewable system; therefore, it is necessary to know the
most important criteria in order to define a management strategy that ensures the best solution from a technical
and economic point of view. This paper presents a critical review and analysis of different energy management
strategies for hybrid renewable systems based on hydrogen backup. In the same way, a review is also presented
of the most important technical and economic optimization criteria, as well as problems and solutions studied in
the scientific literature.

1. Introduction

With the advancement of civilization and evolution of technology,
energy demand has become a basic issue for the development of a so-
ciety today. The usual ways to address this demand today are based
mostly on resources such as fossil or nuclear fuels [1–3], which have a
negative impact on the environment, either contributing with green-
house gases, or by production of radioactive or inert solid waste. For
this reason, every day the need to migrate to more environmentally
responsible energy production models becomes more evident.

Together with the above, due to the high-energy requirement, it is
necessary to look for generation models to ensure maximum system
performance, minimizing the use of resources, cost and thus the en-
vironmental impact. In recent decades, the use of distributed generation
has emerged as a viable and safe solution to increase electrical system
performance, reducing the distance between generation and demand
[4,5].

The incorporation of renewable energies is a non-polluting solution
for a distributed generation, allowing different generation points in the
geography of a country, region or even district, as well as providing a
viable alternative from a technical and economic point of view for

isolated generation applications [6–9]. Among the main renewable
energy sources for distributed generation, we can find photovoltaic
panels, small and medium wind turbines, micro-hydro turbines, bio-
mass and biogas [27]. The electricity production by hydropower, bio-
mass and biogas need a constant supply of fuel and resources, which
would imply a major economic commitment to such a sector and there
are a lot of pollutant emissions in the case of the last two technologies;
so they would not be suitable for small outlets in homes, small business
systems etc. By contrast, wind and solar sources can be more suitable
and they are nonpolluting [27]. This is why most applications choose
these sources to implement hybrid systems based on renewable en-
ergies. The wind resource, despite being available throughout the day,
has a high randomness and large variations in the short term, so it is not
a reliable source for supplying a load [8]. On the other hand, although
the solar resource is more predictable and suffers less pronounced
variations, there can be no solar production during the night or at dawn
or nightfall, so production is minimized due to the reduced amount of
incident radiation, resulting in an energy deficit [28].

Despite the benefits of renewable energy, there are associated pro-
blems with each technology, such as dependence on environmental
resources, high cost, etc. To minimize the negative impact of these
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disadvantages, hybrid systems are presented as a viable, safe and ef-
fective solution [10–16].

The use of hybrid systems with different generation sources is an
acceptable solution to cover the deficiencies of the different elements,
but a backup system is necessary for an optimal power supply [5,15].
Nowadays for small and medium scale, energy is stored mostly in
batteries and, for specific applications, in supercapacitors. For larger
scale storage, potential energy is used with hydro pumping in swamps.
Because wind and solar resources have a stochastic behavior, and the
supply of the load profile is the main objective of generation systems,
the use of energy storage systems is necessary to ensure the demand is
reached and the stability of the supply system [28]. In the short term,
energy storage systems have the primary function of supporting excess/
deficiency of energy, and guaranteeing system security and power
supply when the load changes [1]. In contrast, in the long term, energy
storage systems have the function of providing the demand for a long
period when the generation is not sufficient to maintain the load [1].

Traditionally, batteries and more recently supercapacitors have
been used as short-term energy storage systems. Supercapacitors have a
better dynamic behavior than batteries, so they can respond to demand
shocks and supply energy almost immediately [29]. Moreover, their
lifetime is very high with a safe operation without emission of harmful
gases [29]. Despite all these advantages, their low capacity restricts
their use. In contrast, batteries are elements with worse dynamic re-
sponse, and a limited lifetime based on the number of charge/discharge
cycles. Additionally, batteries may suffer deterioration and during
normal operation can produce harmful gases [30]. The fact that the
batteries have gained greater prominence is mainly because of their
high load capacity and the ability to support a higher density of dis-
charge current in amplitude and time. These features ensure greater
security in the system response, since batteries can withstand longer
defects and deficiencies in generation and dynamic changes in demand.

The long-term energy storage systems have always been based on
non-renewable energy sources, such as diesel generators. These gen-
erators require high maintenance cost and produce sound and en-
vironmental pollution.

Recently, the use of hydrogen technology is presented to have a
future value [15,17]. The use of hydrogen as a fuel in fuel cells is
showing its strengths compared to diesel systems. Fuel cells have higher

performance, lower maintenance and no emissions. Because hydrogen
is an energy vector and it can be produced renewably, it is ideal for use
as renewable energy storage [18,19]. The use of hydrogen as an energy
vector absorbs excess energy during generation and produce energy in
stages of energy deficit [14]. This alternative decreases battery size and
increases system performance by taking advantage of energy surplus.
Despite the benefits of using hydrogen, it is true that greater control,
security and associated equipment for proper operation is necessary
[15].

The energy transformation based on electricity-hydrogen-electricity
relation is a starting point for new models of energy storage for ex-
ample: power to gas [20–27].

In order to ensure proper operation of hybrid systems based on re-
newable energy, guaranteeing the demand and increasing the system
performance, it is necessary to use energy management strategies
[6,28–30]. The goals of these strategies will determine the behavior of
the system, so it is very important to define a proper management
strategy. Therefore, this paper undertakes a review of different energy
management systems on hybrid power systems based on renewable
energies, with the use of hydrogen as an energy vector. Section 2 in-
cludes a review and a classification of the most common topologies
studied in the scientific literature. In Section 3, a review of the main
techno-economic criteria for designing energy management strategies is
done. In Section 4 solutions adopted in the literature are presented.
Section 5 reviews and analyses different strategies used in the scientific
literature. Finally, Discussion and Conclusions are compiled in Sections
6 and 7 respectively.

2. Configuration of hybrid renewable systems

Hybrid systems can be classified in different ways; the most
common are those which distinguish the different systems depending
on their connection to the grid; as well as the method of integration of
elements inside the system.

2.1. Classification according to grid connection

Hybrid generation equipment can be classified according to their
stand-alone or grid connected operation. The use of one or another

Nomenclature

BAT Battery
CHP Combined Heat and Power (cogeneration)
DOD Depth Of Discharge
ELEC Electrolyzer
FC Fuel Cell
LPSP Loss of Power Supply Probability

MH Metal Hydride
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracker
MT Micro Turbine
PV Photovoltaic source
SC Supercapacitor
SOC State Of Charge
UC Ultracapacitor
WT Wind Turbine

Fig. 1. Example of isolated topology.
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topology is mainly determined by the application and financial cost.

2.1.1. Isolated systems
In this topology, the system is isolated from the grid, so it is re-

sponsible for ensuring load demand at all times. The problems asso-
ciated with this configuration are related to reliability and perfor-
mance. Using a fully insulated system can endanger the security of the
energy provided, due to the limited number of resources available.
Similarly, the energy excess is a problem, and so it must be discarded,
reducing system performance. For these reasons, this configuration has
only technical and economic viability in applications where it is im-
possible or very expensive access to the grid connection. An example of

isolated topology is presented in Fig. 1.

2.1.2. On-grid systems
In this configuration, the system is connected to the grid. This

connection ensures demand is provided for in energy deficit situations,
and increases system performance to take advantage of the energy ex-
cess for sale and distribution in the energy market. The use of this type
of topology leads to new production models and energy management
strategies based on consumption and distributed generation in small,
medium or large scale. An example of a grid-connected configuration is
presented in Fig. 2.

2.2. Classification by integration method

This type of classification distinguishes the system depending on the
nature of the internal interconnection bus. The function of this bus is to
create a physical link between all the elements, so generation and
consumption is through the conditions imposed on the bus. Depending
on the nature of the bus, we can distinguish between DC, AC or hybrid
types. A summary table depending on grid connection and integration
method is presented in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Example of grid connected topology.

Table 1
Configuration and topology summary.

Ref. Topology Integration method

[2,3,19,30–45] Grid connected DC Bus
[5,8–12,28,29,46–93] Isolated DC Bus
[94–96] Isolated AC Bus
[97] Isolated Hybrid Bus

Fig. 3. Example of DC bus.
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2.2.1. DC Bus
These buses are commonly used in low power applications because

of a number of technical advantages that facilitate its use. Among these
advantages, we can highlight their reduced losses and simplicity of use,
avoiding technical problems related to power quality [1]. As a dis-
advantage, this configuration requires a larger number of conversion
elements, because most of the loads must be supplied with AC. An ex-
ample of topology based on a DC bus is presented in Fig. 3.

2.2.2. AC bus
AC buses are widely used in applications of medium and high pro-

duction, due to the technical simplicity of operating at higher voltages
than in DC, reducing internal losses of the system. The disadvantages of
this configuration can often endanger the stability or integrity of the
system. The main disadvantage is the need for elements for power quality

correction [1]. It is increasingly common to find inductive and electronic
loads that reduce the power factor and include harmonics respectively. A
reduced power factor and high number of harmonics can damage the
different generators, and requires the use of filtering and compensation
elements, increasing the complexity and cost of the system. An example of
AC bus-based configuration is presented in Fig. 4.

2.2.3. Hybrid bus
This configuration makes use of both buses (DC and AC) inter-

connecting generators and consumption which have the same nature.
The principal advantage of this configuration is the reduction of power
converters. As the main drawback of the system, it must be emphasized
that the control is more complex, operating on two different networks,
ensuring the balance of power at all times. An example of topology
based on Hybrid bus is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Example of AC bus.

Fig. 5. Example of Hybrid bus.
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2.3. Classification by integrated elements

The different integrated elements inside the hybrid system will de-
fine the generation, the energy storage system, or the demand. Next, the
most common solutions adopted in the scientific literature are pre-
sented.

2.3.1. Generation
In case of generation, the most common solutions integrate re-

newable energy sources such as solar panels, wind turbines or hydro
turbines. The use of solar panels guarantees generation during sun
hours with an acceptable prediction margin. Wind turbines have a
stochastic behavior so it provokes an unpredictable generation so the
optimal use of the rest of the elements is necessary to guarantee the
power balance. On the other hand, the wind generation is available
during the entire day, intensified during the night. Wind turbines re-
quire special emplacement and environmental conditions, and there-
fore they are less used. According to the above, the hybridization of
solar panel and wind turbines is considered an acceptable solution to
generate energy from renewable sources.

In grid-connected topologies, the grid could be considered another
generator if the renewable generation and energy storage system is not
enough to guarantee the power balance.

2.3.2. Energy storage system
Batteries and/or supercapacitors seem to be the most important

storage systems used in small applications. This solution permits the
voltage stabilization of the internal DC bus, absorbing the transients
during generation or load changes. Batteries and to a lesser extent su-
percapacitors represent the short-term storage system, and they are
conceived as the main element of the system, whose parameters will
define the operation of the other energy storage systems.

According to the goal of this paper, the hydrogen storage system is
studied and evaluated in all the reviewed literature. This solution is a
medium-long term storage system that is used to supply the demand
when renewable generation and short-term storage systems are not
enough. The main elements that compose the system are a fuel cell and
hydrogen storage. The use of an electrolyzer or a reformer process
(depending on application) is also extended and permits the utilization
of excess energy to generate hydrogen and thus close the hydrogen
energy cycle.

Other non-renewable storage systems are also used as the last resort
to ensure demand. The most common solution is the use of diesel
generators that are a synonym of pollution and fossil fuel consumption.

2.3.3. Demand
The demand will depend on the application in which the hybrid

renewable system will be used. Desalinization processes, isolated tele-
communication stations, distributed generation or residential uses are
examples of different applications.

Finally, according to grid connection, the grid could be considered
as another demand when it is necessary to guarantee the power balance
during energy excess situations or when the purpose of the system is the
energy injection to the national/regional/local energy system.

A summary based on all the previous classifications is shown in
Table 1. Additionally, Appendix A includes an extended table where
topology and integration methods, as well as constituent elements are
also detailed for each reference.

2.4. Configurations review

Attending to the previous classifications and attending to different
configurations and topologies, a brief analysis is performed bellow.

2.4.1. Single generation and single storage system
Configurations with DC bus and single generation which use only

hydrogen storage systems are studied in these references:
[10,38,39,63,67,73,85]. From the previous works in [10] and [38] an
isolated and grid connected topology respectively use wind turbine as a
renewable generator. Fuel cells represent the unique hydrogen backup
system. Electrolyzers are included in isolated topologies in [63,67,73]
and [39]. Solar panels are used as the main generator in [63] and [73],
meanwhile in [67] and [39] the wind turbine replaces them.

2.4.2. Single generation and hybrid storage system
Configurations which include single generation, modeled by solar

panels; and batteries and fuel cells/hydrogen as hybrid storage systems
are presented in [5,31–33,48,49] and [40]. In [5,48,49] isolated ap-
plications are studied meanwhile grid connected topologies are studied
in [31–33] and [40].

Electrolyzers are included in [9,41,50,64,65,71,77,80,83,91,92].
From previous configurations, only [9] and [41] present wind turbines
as the only generator system. From the grid connection point of view,
all the previous configurations except [41] present an isolated topology.

Finally, [83] presents an isolated application in which micro tur-
bines are the main generator of the system, while batteries and fuel cells
represent the hybrid storage system.

2.4.3. Hybrid generation and single storage system
In [2,34], and [36] a grid connected application based on DC bus

integrates a hybrid generation composed of solar panels and wind
turbines as main generators, and fuel cells/hydrogen as a unique sto-
rage system. On the other hand, [68] presents the same integrated
elements in an isolated topology. Electrolyzers are included in the
previous configurations in [8,19,29,37,43,60,66,69,70,84,88,
94,95,97]; from which, [19,37,66,94] and [88] are developed in an
isolated topology. A diesel generator is also included in an isolated
application in [90].

Finally, from the integration method point of view, exceptions
studied in [97] and [95] present a hybrid DC/AC and AC bus which are
used respectively to integrate all the elements inside the hybrid system.

2.4.4. Hybrid generation and hybrid storage system
Isolated configurations which use solar panels and wind turbines as

hybrid renewable generation, and batteries and fuel cells as hybrid
storage systems are studied in [11,12,52,72] and [74]. In these con-
figurations, hybrid generation and storage systems are used to solve the
disadvantages of each technology taking advantage of the other ones.
Hydrogen generation by electrolyzer is not considered in these appli-
cations.

The use of complete hybrid generation and hybrid storage systems
under a DC bus in isolated application is presented in
[28,30,32,46,51–59,61,62,75,76,78,79,81,82,86,87]. The use of hybrid
generation is based on solar panels and wind turbines. On the other
hand, the energy storage system is composed of batteries as a short-
term storage solution, and fuel cells and electrolyzers as the hydrogen
storage system. In these applications, electrolyzers take advantage of
energy excess to produce hydrogen by electrolysis process. AC bus is
used only in [96]. The same integrated elements are used on grid
connected application in [3,30,35,42,44,45,93].

Finally, isolated configurations which also include diesel generators
as long-term storage system are studied in [28,52,57,82,87,89,96].

3. Techno-economic criteria

To develop an energy management strategy in a hybrid renewable
energy system it is necessary to take into account technical and eco-
nomic criteria. These parameters will help to design a correct energy
control, increasing the system performance. A description of the most
important technical and economic criteria will be made below.
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3.1. Technical criteria

Technical criteria are those that refer to the proper functioning of
the equipment, in order to increase performance and reduce their de-
gradation during normal system operation. A summary of technical
considerations is presented in Table 2. The highlights to consider are
presented below.

3.1.1. Solar &Wind sources

- MPPT techniques: The use of these techniques allow maximum
performance and production for an environmental resource at a
particular time [2,46].

- Wind turbine as main generator: Configurations that use wind tur-
bines as the main generator can cause more changes in generation,
so it will provoke an increased use of batteries and high number of
start/stop cycles for electrolyzers and fuel cells. The use of solar
panels and wind turbines enables a more consistent production
during the day and takes advantage of the maximum wind resources
overnight. With this topology, the use of energy storage equipment
will be reduced and allows maximization of the environmental en-
ergy resources.

3.1.2. Battery
Short-medium term energy storage elements like batteries, can in-

crease the system security under changes in consumption or production,
and also during startups or shutdowns of the long-term storage equip-
ment which has a slower dynamic [98–100]. In the same way, batteries
will supply energy during energy deficit situations, allowing the re-
duction of hydrogen utilization, and therefore reduction in fuel cell and
electrolyzer degradation by use.

- Battery discharge: The battery degradation is highly influenced by
its own use. The use of high discharge depths may accelerate the
battery deterioration, reducing its lifetime [101]. For lead acid
batteries, a suitable sizing is one that estimates a running mode of
operation around 20–30% of the DOD. Optimum replacement is
determined when the maximum capacity of the battery has fallen to
80% of the initial nominal capacity [102].

- Battery charge: The charging process is crucial to operate the bat-
teries safely and effectively [103–108]. There are different charging
protocols depending on the battery technology and the desired
charging rate. Despite this, a number of considerations need to be
taken into account. The use of high charge currents can damage the

cells and thus produce accelerated aging by corrosion [103–108].
Fast charging protocols require high voltages and high current, and
therefore provoke an inefficient charge process, which can cause
overcharge if it is not controlled. In spite of the above, the charge
efficiency is very high even under fast charging processes.
On the other hand, a slow charging process allows a safer and more
efficient charge but it will cost some hours or even days [103–108].
Therefore, these charge processes would not be appropriate in hy-
brid systems whose generation is based on solar panels, because it
will depend on weather conditions. In addition, a low voltage charge
process can cause sulfation due to a low electrolyte renewal rate.
Additionally, it is necessary to consider other factors such as the
imbalance of charge between batteries, typical in series connection.
In the long term, this problem can cause large voltage deviations
between batteries causing non-homogeneous charging [107,108].

- Battery maintenance: The use of batteries requires basic main-
tenance principally to ensure correct operation and an increase in its
lifetime. The main problem is related to self-discharge which causes
capacity losses and even sulfation in case of long periods of in-
activity [107,108].

3.1.3. Hydrogen resource
The proper use of hydrogen resources will increase the system

performance in situations of excess or deficit of energy. In the case of
using metal hydride tanks as storage technology, a proper management
during the process of charge and discharge will be interesting to ensure
a correct use.

- Hydrogen storage: Hydrogen storage systems are a safer solution
which permits high energy density, high lifetime and a recharge
time lower than that required by the batteries.

- Electrolyzer operation: Hydrogen based technology as electrolyzers
and fuel cells has a proportional degradation with the number of
start-stop cycles, as well as operating time [109,110]. An electro-
lyzer operating at low power can cause difference in pressures be-
tween the anode and cathode side, resulting in a flow of reagents
from one electrode to another (crossover), obtaining products with
low purity [111–113]. Similarly, operating at high powers causes a
very high gas production, resulting in an accumulation of bubbles at
the electrodes. This fact implies the reduction of the bonding surface
between them and the electrolyte, increasing the electrical re-
sistance and therefore reducing the performance [114–116]. Then
the power operation will result from a combination between these
previous processes.

Table 2
Summary of technical criteria.
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- Fuel cell operation: Fuel cells suffer deterioration in start-stop cycles
and load changes [117]. During the processes of startup and shut-
down, over voltages appear due to reverse current between cathode
and anode in the presence of air in one of the electrodes. This
problem causes the oxidation of carbon (CO2) in the bipolar plates,
decreasing catalyst surface due to platinum-CO2 reactions, resulting
in increasing of mass transport losses [118–126]. In case of load
changes, a non-uniform temperature distribution can appear over
the membrane and the catalyst surface, which may cause similar
problems as start-stop cycles [17,118,121,123]. Finally, the use of
fuel cells at very low and very high power causes a low performance
operation. For this reason, the operation of fuel cells typically takes
place in the ohmic operation zone [9].

Thus, the use of fuel cells as well as the operating point should be
chosen taking into account the above restrictions.

- Effect of power converters over the fuel cell: The use of power
converters can also have a negative influence on the degradation of
fuel cells. The high operating frequencies can be filtered by the in-
ternal dynamics of the stack on the model of double capacitance
[127]. Low frequencies, switching or harmonics between 0.1 and
100 Hz cannot be filtered, and so produce negative effects as dis-
cussed for load changes [126–130].

3.2. Economic criteria

The economic criteria are those that focus their efforts on economic
decisions, trying to give a system response economically viable to
compete with traditional systems. A summary of economic criteria is
presented in Table 3. Main issues to consider when choosing generation
and storage systems are presented below.

3.2.1. Solar & wind sources
The use of generators based on solar and wind energy, ensures long

operating life and low operating and maintenance costs compared to
other renewable technologies [1,131]. The use of renewable energy
systems can impact discounts on energy invoices as well as facilitate the
market entry of new methods of consumption, as a net balance system
[132].

3.2.2. Energy management strategy
The use of a proper energy management strategy which takes into

account the technical criteria presented in the previous section, will
increase the lifetime of elements, and reduce replacement and oper-
ating and maintenance costs [133].

3.2.3. Battery
The use of short-term storage systems like batteries increases system

security against the use of elements with slower dynamics such as fuel
cells and electrolyzers [47–49]. A secure system is that which ensures
critical loads at all times, minimizing damage and penalty cost by
power failure situations.

In the same way, batteries present a more economical solution with
respect to hydrogen storage systems.

3.2.4. Hydrogen resource
The use of hydrogen-based storage compared to fossil fuel based

technologies such as diesel generators, allows the production of elec-
tricity with higher performance, low emission and reduced operating
and maintenance costs [1,13,131].

– Electrolyzer:
PEM electrolyzers today constitute a promising technology but it is
already under investigation. The reduced lifetime and the higher
overall cost of this type of electrolyzer, are the main reason why
alkaline electrolyzers are widely used, becoming a more competi-
tive, safer and well known option for hydrogen production tech-
nologies [112,114,116].
The use of electrolyzers in isolated configurations increases system
performance because they use energy excess to produce hydrogen.

– Fuel cell

The use of fuel cells will provide a faster response, working at lower
temperatures than other technologies on the market [121,134,135].
This will enable a faster response under dynamic changes in demand or
generation, reducing problems associated with the lack of power in
heavy load situations.

4. Techno-economic solutions

In order to optimize the energy management strategy based on the
criteria presented in the previous sections, the scientific literature in-
cludes different technical and economic solutions for the operation of
the most vulnerable elements of the system, such as batteries and hy-
drogen-based elements for production and consumption as electrolyzers

Table 3
Summary of economic criteria.
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and fuel cells respectively. A summary of techno-economic solutions is
presented in Table 4. The main solutions proposed in the literature are
described below.

4.1. System configuration

- The use of a DC bus provides a simple way to control the energy
exchange between the elements, avoiding power quality problems
and power factor correction. In the same way, it can reduce the
number of devices needed to adapt the generation, because most
generators produce in DC currents [1].

- In case of a grid-connected system, the use of supercapacitors allows
the correction of the power factor by injecting reactive power into
the internal bus [31].

- The use of the grid will help to ensure the power balance, and supply
the demand or absorb energy in case of deficit/excess energy si-
tuations respectively.

4.2. Batteries

- Battery connection: Direct connection of batteries to the internal bus
will save bidirectional converters. On the other hand, a more com-
prehensive power control is necessary in order to resolve the pro-
blem with DC bus voltage variation, and to protect batteries against
excessive discharge or overcurrent situations [136]. The use of
power converters will increase system cost but it allows different
charge modes to protect batteries.

- Battery operation: In case of charging situations for batteries, the
use of current mode will allow faster charges for low SOC. On the
other hand, in case of high SOC, the voltage mode will protect the
battery with a slower charge mode in which current will be imposed
by battery voltage [50,137]. The use of a reduced depth of discharge
will extend the lifetime of the battery [98,101,102,138].

- Hysteresis Band: The use of hysteresis based on the battery SOC will
determine the start or stop conditions of fuel cell and electrolyzer.
These strategies will reduce the number of operating cycles, and
therefore increase the lifetime of the elements by minimizing their
degradation [18,19,51–59,133]. Strategies with appropriate hys-
teresis bandwidths will increase the system performance, avoiding
the overuse the batteries, and reducing start and stop cycles for
electrolyzer and fuel cell [51,57].

4.3. Hydrogen resource

- Electrolyzer operation: Strategies which impose a minimum oper-
ating power for the electrolyzer, allow the operation in a high effi-
ciency area, and high purity production [18,47,50,111–113]. The

use of electrolyzers under variable power conditions can increase
the hydrogen production [54,133].

- Fuel cell configuration: The use of a modular fuel cell system will
help to increase the safety system response, just as it may be adapted
to the demand in the proper way, regarding the use of a single fuel
cell with high nominal power [29].

- Fuel cell operation: Fuel cells always operate in the ohmic zone,
ensuring high performance and low degradation [9]. Similarly, the
operation at constant power will reduce problems related to dy-
namic changes in the demand and damage associated
[118,121,123].

- Power converter switching: The implementation of active or passive
filters reduces the effect of switching of power converters for fre-
quencies between 1 and 120 Hz [60,127,128].

5. Energy management strategies

To operate, integrate and interconnect several devices in a genera-
tion system, ensuring safe operating regime and fulfilling the goals, a
control system to manage the energy is necessary. A proper energy
management strategy enables the system to supply the demand, in-
crease the lifetime of the elements, reduce operating costs and therefore
maximize system performance, providing a technically and economic-
ally feasible option. The aims of the different management strategies
influence the behavior of the system. Most of the works found in the
scientific literature present simulated strategies for hybrid systems, in
order to maintain the demand, obviating technical and economic op-
timization criteria and multiple problems associated with real systems,
such as degradation of hydrogen equipment or a correct management
energy vector. Next, a review of the different strategies used in the
scientific literature can be found, analyzing the different objectives
used in each one. A summary and description of all works studied in
this section is presented in Appendix B-E according to the four strate-
gies studied bellow.

5.1. Strategies in which the objective is to the ensure the demand

The main objective of this type of strategy is to satisfy the demand,
and for that it bases its control algorithm mainly on three design cri-
teria: power balance, state of charge of the batteries and hydrogen
stock, depending on the elements which integrate the system (see
Table 5). These design variables establish the operating limits of major
energy storage systems, such as batteries to short-term storage, and fuel
cells and electrolyzers to long-term storage.

The main advantage of this strategy is the simplicity in design and
control, governed mainly by algorithms based on simple flow chart
diagrams. In the same way, sizing applications that include this strategy

Table 4
Summary of techno-economic solutions.
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are also simplified. On the other hand, the non-use of optimization
parameters based on equipment degradation, modes of operation or
operating costs of the system, causes a non-optimal solution from a
technical and economic point of view.

A summary scheme of the main characteristics of this strategy and a
review of the optimization objectives, design constrains and control
algorithm is presented in Fig. 6 and Table 5 respectively.

The operating priority is shared by almost all reviewed works,
[9,11,12,32,33,35,41,46,48,49,55,61,62,65,71–73,88,90–92], and they
give to the short-term storage system the responsibility for absorbing
transients and stabilizing the power balance between a maximum and
minimum state of charge. From these values, the fuel cell and electro-
lyzer will operate for the cases of excessive deficit or excess of energy
respectively. The use of short-term storage systems implies having an
element capable of dumping certain deviations in the power balance,
and therefore limiting the use of the hydrogen storage system against
situations of high excess or energy deficit. All this results in a lower
degradation of these elements and therefore an increase in the useful
lifetime of the system, to the detriment of the batteries.

There are other works whose strategies differ from the previous one.
These other ones lack short-term storage elements, and therefore the
SOC of the batteries/SC is not a design parameter. For example, in

[2,8,29,34,63,66–70,89,90,94,97] the start/stop conditions of the hy-
drogen storage system will be determined by the value and sign of the
power balance. This solution causes a high number of starts and stops of
the fuel cell and electrolyzer, and consequently reduces the useful
lifetime due to associated degradation.

With respect to the hydrogen-based energy storage system, the
topologies studied in [8,9,29,35,41,46,55,65–67,69,72,73,
88–92,94,97] have a hydrogen generating element, which allows the
increase of the performance of the system by taking advantage of the
excess energy and converting it into hydrogen. This hydrogen can be
used by the fuel cell when it was necessary.

In the case of isolated topologies such as those presented in
[5,8–12,29,35,46,48,49,55,61–63,65–68,73,88–92,94,97], the energy
generation which cannot be stored by the energy storage systems is
discarded through dumping loads. This fact implies a reduction in the
operating performance of the system. Conversely, in case of excessive
deficit, a prioritization of loads is necessary and in extreme cases, it is
also necessary to disconnect the demand. This type of topology allows
an operation strategy highly conditioned by the system sizing, and
therefore the satisfaction of the demand can be put at risk.

On the other hand, in grid-connected topologies, the grid is an ac-
tive element of the system and it allows maintaining the power balance

Fig. 6. Main characteristics of strategies for which
objective is to ensure demand.

Table 5
Summary of strategies which objective is to ensure demand.

Ref. Optimization objectives Design constrains Control Algorithm

[2,5,8–12,29,32–34,41,46,48,49,61–63,65–69,72,73,88–92,94,97] Ensure Demand Sizing Power balance Flow Chart
SOC
H2 Stock

[31] Ensure Demand Power balance Linear Programming
Battery Voltage
H2 Stock

[55] Ensure Demand Power balance Model Predictive Control
SOC
H2 Stock

[64] Ensure Demand Power balance Fuzzy Logic
SOC
H2 Stock

[70][71] Ensure Demand Power balance Pareto Optimal Solution
Sizing SOC

H2 Stock
[35] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart & ANFIS

SOC
H2 Stock
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by absorbing or supplying energy when the hydrogen stock is over its
respective operating limits. In these topologies, such as those studied in
[2,31–35,41], the excess or deficit of energy is corrected by the injec-
tion or purchase of energy from the grid. These topologies allow higher
flexibility in the strategy and, also guarantee demand under any en-
ergetic situation.

Finally, based on the control algorithm, Flow Chart algorithm is the
most extended solution, while other optimization algorithms are also
used to calculate the reference power of the hydrogen energy system
regarding the design constrains. As an example, Linear Programming in
[31], Model Predictive Control in [55], Fuzzy Logic in [64], Pareto
algorithm in [70] and [71] or Adaptative Neuro Fuzzy Inference System
in [35]. The problem associated with these control algorithms is the
need for accurate models of the overall system, demand and weather
resources.

5.2. Strategies whose objectives include technical decision factor

These strategies, as well as ensuring demand at all times, take into
account technical criteria in order to ensure the proper use of the

equipment. The main target of these strategies is to reduce the de-
gradation of the equipment more susceptible during operation of the
system. These elements are battery, electrolyzer and fuel cell. The so-
lutions adopted in the literature are diverse and depend on the main
goal of the study. In order to perform the control algorithm, power
balance, state of charge of the storage system and degradation para-
meters are defined as design constrains.

The main advantages of these strategies are their medium com-
plexity design and control, and the good results in terms of system
performance and/or lifetime, depending on the optimization objective.
On the other hand, economic parameters are not taken into account, so
the system response is not optimized.

A summary scheme of the main characteristics of this strategy and a
review of the optimization objectives, design constrains and control
algorithm is presented in Fig. 7 and Table 6 respectively.

As for the previous case, the most common solutions integrate short-
term storage systems, and therefore, they will operate in first instance
to absorb or supply energy when it is necessary. The use of long-term
storage system based on hydrogen backup will operate when the
maximum or minimum operating limits of batteries are reached. In the

Fig. 7. Main characteristics of strategies whose ob-
jectives include technical decision factor.

Table 6
Summary of strategies whose objectives include technical decision factor.

Ref. Optimization objectives Design constrains Control Algorithm

[19] Ensure Demand Power balance Model Predictive Control
Increase Lifetime

[30,47,50–,56–58,60,74,76,95] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart
Increase Performance SOC
Increase Lifetime H2 Stock

[36] Ensure Demand Power balance Differential Flatness Based Control
Stability SC Energy function

[75] Ensure Demand Power balance Linear Programming
Maximize H2 generation SOC

[77] Ensure Demand Power balance Fuzzy Logic
Maximize H2 generation SOC
Minimize Battery use

[78] Ensure Demand Power balance Dynamic Real-Time Optimization
Increase Lifetime Load Forecast

[79] Ensure Demand Power balance Fuzzy Logic
Increase Lifetime SOC

[80] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart
Increase Lifetime SOC

H2 Stock
Weather Forecast

[81] Ensure Demand Power balance Artificial Neural Network Controller
Increase Lifetime SOC

H2 Stock
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case of isolated topology, the use of dumping loads and demand
prioritizing are the most common solutions to solve the energy excess or
high deficit of energy situations. On the other hand, in the case of grid
connected topologies, the grid will absorb or supply energy when the
energy storage system is over its operation limits. An example of ap-
plication of these strategies are presented in
[19,30,47,50–54,56–58,60,74,80,95].

Other works define the priority and the power reference of the
elements based on the solution of different algorithms which have taken
into account diverse parameters. Examples of that are studied in
[36,75–79,81].

The main differences between these strategies and the ones studied
in the previous section are based on the restrictions imposed to the
operation points of the energy storage system to assure the different
objectives, increase the system lifetime or increase the system perfor-
mance.

In order to increase the system lifetime, different solutions are
adopted to reduce the degradation caused by start/stop cycles of elec-
trolyzers and fuel cells. [53][54][56][57][58] use a strategy based on
hysteresis operation mode, which are defined by the predefined values
of battery SOC. Despite being an important improvement from the point
of view of degradation, the hysteresis bandwidth is fixed and modeled
by a simple flow chart. For this reason, there is room for improvement
in the storage system utilization.

In the same way, [19,52,79,80] use weather and demand prediction
in order to determine if the use of hydrogen storage system in the next
iteration step is necessary, reducing unnecessary start/stop cycles. To
implement the control law, flow chart algorithm is used in [52] and
[80], while [19] and [79] use Model Predictive Control and Fuzzy Logic
respectively. According to above, the reliability of the strategy will
depend on accurate forecast and reliable system models to perform a
correct operation, and therefore the system performance will be con-
ditioned by the accuracy of the models used.

Finally, [81] proposes a strategy in which Artificial Neural Network
Controller is used to define the power reference of the hydrogen storage
system in order to maintain the battery SOC in a fixed point. This
strategy will increase the battery lifetime at expense of an intensive use
of the fuel cell and electrolyzer. The system operating and maintenance
cost in this strategy will be huge because of the higher degradation on
the hydrogen storage system.

With the objective to increase the system performance, three solu-
tions are adopted.

The first one tries to guarantee high purity products from electro-
lysis process. To get this target, in [30,47,51,95] a simple strategy
based on flow chart and imposed minimum power to start up the
electrolyzer is used. This constraint helps to solve degradation problems
associated with the fuel contamination on fuel cells. On the other hand,
higher utilization of batteries will be required to assure the minimum
power of the electrolyzer in the case of a low power balance.

The second solution implemented in [74] modifies the fuel cell

power in order to operate always in its maximum efficiency point. This
strategy causes the fuel cell generation to not be synchronized with the
energy requirements, and therefore implies a higher use of batteries and
even start/stop cycles.

The last solution has the goal to maximize the hydrogen production.
To get it, an optimization problem is defined in [75,77,78], and solved
by different optimization algorithms: Linear Programming, Fuzzy Logic
and Dynamic Real-Time Optimization Algorithm. The non-use of life-
time constraints could provoke high degradation of the energy storage
system, so this strategy does not get an optimal solution.

5.3. Strategies whose objectives include economic decision factor

These strategies include an economic analysis in addition to a
guarantee of the power balance. These economic parameters will help
to determine an optimal solution from an economic point of view. In
many cases, this optimal solution does not determine a favorable op-
eration for equipment due to not having enough technical criteria to
avoid problems associated with different operating regimes. These
strategies have potential applications on sizing and long-term analysis.

The main advantage of these strategies is the optimal system re-
sponse from an economic point of view. On the other hand, complex
optimization algorithms are used, so it increases the complexity in real
applications. In the same way, the reliability of the model to define the
cost function is crucial to get the best performance. Finally, technical
parameters are not taken into account, so the system lifetime might not
be optimized.

A summary scheme of the main characteristics of this strategy and a
review of the optimization objectives, design constrains and control
algorithm is presented in the Fig. 8 and Table 7 respectively.

The solutions adopted in the literature are based on the use of dif-
ferent cost functions associated with the charge or discharge of the
elements, which determine an optimization problem. Different algo-
rithms are used to calculate the solution of the optimization problem.
These determine the priority and the power reference of each element
which guarantees the most economical utilization of the energy storage
system during each integration period. As happened in previous cases,
the solution implemented in extreme cases of high excess or energy
deficit will depend on the topology.

The main difference between the consulted references is the opti-
mization algorithm used to minimize the cost function (see Table 7). In
the case of grid-connected applications, the interaction between grid
and hybrid system is also taken into account. For this reason, the losses
or benefits when buying or selling energy from the grid are taken into
account as well.

5.4. Strategies whose objectives include technical and economic decision
factors

Finally, this kind of strategy seeks to increase system performance,

Fig. 8. Main characteristics of strategies whose ob-
jectives include economic decision factor.
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based on the proper supply to demand. Technical and economic criteria
are taken into account to increase equipment life and reduce main-
tenance costs. This strategy has an optimal solution for a technical and
economic point of view, compared to traditional generation alternative
systems. The solutions adopted in the literature are based on nonlinear
optimization problems, using cost and equipment depreciation

integrated in a multi-objective function. The solution of this problem by
various techniques, determines the reference power supplied by each
element in each iteration, ensuring the power balance with optimal
system performance. Finally, as the previous cases, the solution im-
plemented in extreme cases of high excess or energy deficit will depend
on the topology.

The main advantage of these strategies is the optimal system re-
sponse from a technical and economic point of view. Lifetime and
performance parameters are taken into account to define the cost
function. On the other hand, complex optimization algorithms are used,
so it increases the complexity to develop real applications.

A summary scheme of the main characteristics of this strategy and a
review of the optimization objectives, design constrains and control
algorithms is presented in the Fig. 9 and Table 8 respectively.

The main difference between the proposed strategies is based on the
technical constraints, and also the optimization algorithm used to solve
the nonlinear optimization problem.

In [44,86,93] Fuzzy Logic, Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
and Linear Programming are used respectively to solve the multi-ob-
jective problem. The cost function includes lifetime parameters of each

Table 7
Summary of strategies whose objectives include economic decision factor.

Ref. Optimization
objectives

Design
constrains

Control Algorithm

[3] Ensure Demand Power balance Model Predictive Control
Cost reduction Cost function

[28] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart & Genetic Algorithm
Cost reduction Cost function

[82] Ensure Demand Power balance Fuzzy Logic & Differential
Evolution AlgorithmCost reduction SOC

Cost function
LPSP
CO2 emissions

[96] Ensure Demand Power balance Mixed-Integer Linear
ProgrammingCost reduction SOC

H2 Stock
Cost function
Weather
Forecast

[83] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart
Cost reduction SOC

H2 Stock
Cost function

[37] Ensure Demand Power balance Receding Horizon Optimization
AlgorithmCost reduction Cost function

[38] Ensure Demand Power balance Genetic Algorithm
Cost reduction Cost function

[39] Ensure Demand Power balance Receding Horizon Optimization
AlgorithmCost reduction Cost function

[84] Ensure Demand Power balance Gravitational Search Algorithm
Cost reduction Cost function

[85] Ensure Demand Power balance Particle Modified Swarm
Optimization AlgorithmCost reduction Cost function

Load Forecast
[40] Ensure Demand Power balance Adaptive Model Predictive

ControlCost reduction Cost function
Load Forecast

[42] Ensure Demand Power balance Fuzzy Logic
Cost reduction SOC

Cost function
Weather
Forecast

[43] Ensure Demand Power balance Interior Search Algorithm
Cost reduction SOC

H2 Stock
Cost function

Fig. 9. Main characteristics of strategies whose ob-
jectives include technical and economic decision
factor.

Table 8
Summary of strategies whose objectives include technical and economic decision factor.

Ref. Optimization
objectives

Design constrains Control Algorithm

[59] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart
Cost reduction SOC
Increase Lifetime H2 Stock

Cost function
[86] Ensure Demand Power balance Fuzzy Logic

Cost reduction SOC
Increase Lifetime H2 Stock

Cost function
[87] Ensure Demand Power balance Particle Swarm

Optimization AlgorithmCost reduction SOC
Increase Lifetime

[44] Ensure Demand Power balance Particle Swarm
Optimization AlgorithmCost reduction SOC

Increase Lifetime H2 Stock
Increase Performance

[93] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart & Linear
ProgrammingCost reduction SOC

Increase Lifetime H2 Stock
Cost function
Degradation
function

[45] Ensure Demand Power balance Flow Chart
Cost reduction SOC
Increase Lifetime H2 Stock
Increase Performance Cost function
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element and also the associated degradation cost. The priority and the
power reference of each element are based on the response of the op-
timization problem.

In [87] a work is presented in which three different objectives are
optimized with the use of Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm.
These objectives will define three different cost functions depending on
the objective to minimize operation and maintenance cost, increase
system efficiency or increase system lifetime.

In [59] the cost associated with the degradation process is included
in the cost function. The priority of the energy storage system is based
on the energy reserves of each storage system and the associated ac-
cumulated degradation cost.

Finally, [45] presents different cases and strategies based on a flow
chart diagram in which different optimization objectives are studied.
The short-term storage system is the core of the decision, and the start/
stop conditions and power reference of the fuel cell and electrolyzer
will depend on hysteresis operation mode and the optimization objec-
tive. Cost reduction, hydrogen maximization and system performance
are the three main objectives studied in this work.

6. Discussion

Based on the structure of the paper and attending to all the issues
developed in it, the Discussion Section will be classified in each of the
topics analyzed along the manuscript.

6.1. Topologies and configurations

The chosen configuration, the topology and the elements which
compose the system, will determine the operation and performance of
it, (see Table 1 and Appendix A). The main problem to be solved in this
area is the correct management of the energy in situations of excess and
energy deficit, due to the stochastic production of the main sources of
renewable generation.

Isolated topologies present problems related to low performance
and low security to supply the demand. To solve the last problem it is
common to oversize the storage equipment, increasing the investment
cost. In the same way, in case of excess energy, the surplus energy must
be discarded and therefore reduces the performance of the system.

Grid connected topologies allow the grid to be included as an active
part of the system, and therefore optimize the system during excess or
deficit of energy.

According to the energy storage system studied in Section 2.3, the
use of batteries as a short-term storage element allows reduction of
costs and the degradation related to the operation of the hydrogen
storage systems. In addition to the above, simplicity, high efficiency
and modularity help with the integration of these technologies. On the
other hand, the charging process must be controlled and requires high
charging time, caused mainly by the seasonality in photovoltaic or wind
generation. All this has repercussions in a more complex system and the
use of batteries with higher capacity.

Similarly, the use of hydrogen-based storage systems ensures a high
energy density solution to guarantee a constant response against low
state of charge of batteries, as well as a solution to evacuate the excess
of energy in isolated systems. In addition to the above, it is presented as
a clean and low maintenance system compared to traditional diesel
systems. On the other hand, the complexity, the cost of these systems
and their reduced useful lifetime, determine the need of a proper energy
management strategy.

The use of hybrid storage systems will reduce the sizing of both
technologies, as well as provide a more economical, simpler and more
viable solution to the problem of energy storage.

The sizing criteria of these hybrid systems should respond to tech-
nical and economic criteria, as well as the topology used. Due to the
above, grid-connected systems allow a cost reduction in batteries
thanks to the reduction of its capacity. The stock of hydrogen can also

be reduced because the grid can supply energy during low SOC situa-
tions. In the same way, during charging process, the grid can evacuate
energy, so the hydrogen generator power could also be decreased.

In isolated applications, to guarantee the demand is the priority of
the system, so a more comprehensive sizing process should be carried
out in order to calculate the optimal storage capacity of the two storage
systems. The maximum battery DOD, environmental conditions, de-
mand profile as well as the cost of the different elements, will determine
an optimization problem that requires a more exhaustive analysis.

6.2. Optimization objectives

The optimization objectives analyzed in Section 3, Tables 2, 3 will
determine the performance and complexity of the system operation.
Similarly, system configuration can limit the scope of these objectives.

The main objective of any generation system must be to satisfy the
demand, so additional objectives will be determined by the possible
options that the configuration and topology of the system allows. For
example, isolated systems which only have a storage system based on
batteries or hydrogen will not be able to implement other objectives
than to guarantee the power balance at any moment.

The inclusion of new elements will allow including a degree of
freedom on the decisions of the system against excess or deficit energy
situations. The system response can be optimized according to technical
and/or economic criteria, such as the operation of the system with a
maximum performance or a minimum cost or a minimum degradation.
Those works which integrate both criteria will allow an optimal per-
formance of the system.

The study of new optimization objectives will allow renewable en-
ergy systems to be more competitive from a technical and economic
point of view, thus encouraging the use of environmentally friendly
technologies.

6.3. Techno-economic parameters

The technical and economic parameters are the baseline to define
management strategies to fulfill different optimization objectives.

These parameters will largely depend on the topology and config-
uration used, as they will determine the advantages and disadvantages
of the different technologies as well as the minimum criteria for a safe
and efficient operation.

Taking into account the most used configurations, as has been stu-
died in Section 4, Table 4 the most important parameters to guarantee
the primary objective of satisfying the demand are the power balance,
the batteries SOC and the available hydrogen stock. In the same way, in
order to optimize system response, other criteria may be taken into
account to meet secondary optimization objectives, such as equipment
degradation, battery charging processes, the modularization of the fuel
cell and the operation and maintenance cost.

The inclusion of new technical and economic parameters will allow
a more secure and efficient management of the system, although more
complex energy management strategies will be necessary.

6.4. Energy management strategies

The different energy management strategies are based on the
achievement of different optimization objectives, based on different
technical and economic criteria. These strategies are intended to define
the energy flows during the normal operation of the system, and
therefore to determine which equipment must operate and its power
reference.

Depending on the optimization objectives and the topology and
configuration of the system, the strategy can be more or less complex,
requiring the use of more or less complex optimization algorithms.

In view of the classification of strategies according to their objec-
tives, the simplest strategies are those in which the objective is to satisfy
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the demand, (see Fig. 6, Table 5 and Appendix B). For that, it bases its
control algorithm mainly on three design criteria: power balance, state
of charge of the batteries and hydrogen stock, depending on the ele-
ments that integrate the system. These design variables establish the
operating limits of major energy storage systems, such as batteries to
short-term storage, and fuel cell and electrolyzer to long-term storage.
From the point of view of system performance, these strategies do not
optimize the use of equipment or operating costs, so they are re-
commended for systems with a very simple configuration such as iso-
lated topology with a single energy storage system.

Strategies that take into account technical criteria, try to improve
the system response with respect to the previous strategies, and a more
complex configuration allows their implementation. The main target of
these strategies is to reduce the degradation of the equipment more
susceptible during operation of the system. These elements are battery,
electrolyzer and fuel cell. The solutions adopted in the literature are
diverse and depend on the main goal to study. In order to perform the
control algorithm, power balance, state of charge of the storage system
and degradation parameters are defined as design constrains. Other
objectives that can integrate these strategies are increasing the useful
lifetime, increasing the efficiency of a certain element, increasing the
hydrogen production, etc. Depending on the previous objectives, the
implemented solutions are different including hysteresis operation
mode, minimum power condition for electrolyzer, or fixed operation
power in the case of fuel cells, (see Fig. 7, Table 6 and Appendix C).
These strategies are shown as an incomplete solution, due to the need
for more competitive systems from an economic point of view.

On the other hand, strategies that only take into account economic
criteria provide a solution that tries to minimize a cost function, and for
this purpose, they use optimization algorithms which determine the
priority and reference power of the elements, (see Fig. 8, Table 7 and
Appendix D). This type of strategy increases complexity by introducing
a more complex algorithm, so its implementation in real systems will
require a large computational capacity of the control system. Although
there is an apparent cost reduction with respect to the previous
strategy, it is an incomplete analysis, since it does not take into account
operation costs associated with certain operation modes, such as start
and stop cycles of the fuel cell and electrolyzer.

Finally, we can find strategies which incorporate both criteria,
technical and economic, in order to optimize the response of the
system. These strategies are complex and consider a cost function that
includes degradation parameters associated with each piece of equip-
ment. Technical and economic criteria are examined to increase
equipment life and reduce maintenance costs. This strategy has an
optimal solution for a technical and economic point of view, compared
to traditional generation alternative systems.

The solution of this problem by various techniques, determines the
reference power supplied by each element in each iteration, ensuring
the power balance with optimal system performance. This multi-ob-
jective problem requires a complex optimization algorithm, so it pre-
sents an added difficulty to be implemented in a real system, (see Fig. 9,
Table 8 and Appendix E). Conversely, these types of strategies use the
advantages of the elements to mitigate the effects of the main draw-
backs. That is, despite the fact that complex optimization algorithms are
required these strategies guarantee higher lifetime and better perfor-
mance of the whole system at time that reduced cost.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a thorough review of the energy management stra-
tegies for renewable hybrid energy systems with hydrogen backup has
been carried out. It classifies and analyzes both the topologies of the

systems as the criteria and techno-economic solutions until reaching the
energy management strategies. In addition, the work is completed with
an exhaustive discussion based on the obtained results.

Every day it becomes more evident that there is a need to migrate
from a centralized electric model to a distributed model. Distribution
systems based on fossil fuels require importing resources and producing
pollution. Migration models based on renewable energies will allow
generation of a low level of emissions and less dependence on oil.

Despite the benefits of renewable energy, there are problems related
to each renewable source and associated technology, such as depen-
dence on environmental resources, high cost, etc. To minimize the
negative impact of these technologies, hybrid systems are presented as
a viable, safe and effective solution. With them, the use of hydrogen
technology is presented as a future value, mainly due to the high per-
formance of the elements, and the possibility of energy storage in the
form of hydrogen as an energy vector.

In order to ensure a proper operation mode of hybrid systems based
on renewable energy, guaranteeing demand and increasing system
performance, it is necessary to use energy management strategies. The
objectives of these strategies will determine the behavior of the system,
so it is very important to define a proper management strategy. The
study of new technologies based on a technical-economic analysis is a
key factor to make the hybrid system competitive.

For this reason, this paper has presented a comprehensive review
and analysis of different energy management strategies for hybrid re-
newable systems based on hydrogen backup. For this purpose, the first
step has been to classify hybrid systems in different ways. The most
common are those which distinguish the different systems depending
on their connection to the grid as well as the method of integration of
elements inside the system.

Next, attending to the importance of developing an energy man-
agement strategy in a hybrid renewable energy system, technical and
economic criteria have been described throughout. These parameters
will help to design a correct energy control, increasing the system
performance.

Once the technical and economic criteria have been studied, an
analysis about the solutions found in the scientific literature is pre-
sented. In order to optimize the energy management strategy based on
the chosen criteria, the literature includes different solutions for the
operation of the most vulnerable elements of the system, such as bat-
teries and hydrogen-based elements for production and consumption as
electrolyzers and fuel cells respectively.

Finally, a review of the different strategies used in the scientific
literature can be found, analyzing the different objectives used in each
one. A summary and description of all works studied in this section has
been presented in Appendix B–E according to the four strategies studied
above. Moreover, benefits and problems associated with these systems
are defined. The revision includes an analysis of the main character-
istics, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each case. Ac-
cording to the latter, we can conclude that the most common strategies
only try to satisfy demand, and in spite of their simplicity, show an
inefficient behavior. Strategies that include technical and economic
criteria are presented as the most efficient and secure, while they re-
quire more complex algorithms that are difficult to implement in a real
control system.

Based on the study done and according to the results, it is necessary
to continue advancing in the development of algorithms and multi-
objective strategies that allow their application in real systems, per-
mitting a more widespread use in distributed energy applications.
Winning the bet on renewable hybrid energy systems with hydrogen
backup depends fundamentally on this.
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Appendix A

Ref. Topology Integration method Integrated Elements

[2] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-FC
[3] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[5] Isolated DC Bus PV-FC-BAT
[8] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT- FC-ELEC
[9] Isolated DC Bus WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[10] Isolated DC Bus WT-FC-SC
[11] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC
[12] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC
[19] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[28] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-DIESEL
[29] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[30] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-CHP
[46] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-SC
[47] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[48] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-SC
[49] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC
[31] Grid connected DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-SC
[50] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[51] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[52] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC
[53] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-DIESEL
[54] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[55] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[56] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[57] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-DIESEL
[58] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[59] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[60] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC-SC
[32] Grid connected DC Bus PV-BAT-FC
[33] Grid connected DC Bus PV-BAT-FC
[61] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[62] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[63] Isolated DC Bus PV-FC-ELEC
[64] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[65] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[66] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[94] Isolated AC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[67] Isolated DC Bus WT-FC-ELEC
[97] Isolated Hybrid Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[68] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC
[69] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[34] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-FC
[70] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[71] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[72] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC
[73] Isolated DC Bus PV-FC-ELE C-SC
[35] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[74] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC
[36] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-FC-SC
[75] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[76] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[77] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[95] Isolated AC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC-SC
[78] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[79] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[80] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[81] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[82] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-DIESEL
[96] Isolated AC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-DIESEL
[83] Isolated DC Bus PV-BAT-FC-ELEC
[37] Grid connected DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
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[38] Grid connected DC Bus WT-FC
[39] Grid connected DC Bus WT-FC-ELEC-CHP
[84] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-FC-ELEC
[85] Isolated DC Bus MT-BAT-FC
[40] Grid connected DC Bus PV-BAT-FC
[86] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC
[87] Isolated DC Bus PV-WT-BAT-FC-ELEC-DIESEL
[88] Isolated DC Bus PV,WT,FC,ELEC,BAT,DIESEL
[89] Isolated DC Bus PV,WT,FC,ELEC
[41] Grid connected DC Bus WT,BAT,FC,ELEC
[90] Isolated DC Bus PV,WT,FC,ELEC,DIESEL
[91] Isolated DC Bus PV, BAT,FC,ELEC
[92] Isolated DC Bus PV,BAT,FC,ELEC
[42] Grid connected DC bus PV,WT, BAT,FC,ELEC
[43] Grid connected DC bus PV,WT,FC,ELEC
[44] Grid connected DC bus PV,WT, BAT,FC,ELEC
[93] Isolated DC bus PV,WT, BAT,FC,ELEC
[45] Grid connected DC bus PV,WT, BAT,FC,ELEC

Appendix B

Ref Elements of the hybrid
system / Application

Optimization
objectives

Design constraints Outcome

Strategies which objective is to ensure the demand

[2] PV, WT, FC Ensure
demand

Power balance Strategy to ensure demand. Wind and solar generators are
presented as the main sources of energy. In the case of excess
energy, it is sold to the grid; the energy deficit is supplied by
fuel cell or grid. It focuses mainly on the design of algorithms to
control power converters, in order to interconnect the different
elements and to establish the optimum operating point of each
one.

On-grid application DC bus
Simulated

[5] PV, FC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance A micro grid with solar source as the main generator. In the
case of energy deficit, battery or fuel cell may supply demand.
In the case of excess energy, batteries charge with constant
current to a maximum value, after which the energy will be
discarded by dumping load. The main objective is the study of
different control algorithms for power converters, in order to
ensure optimum operating point for generators.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[8] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand

Power balance Strategy to ensure the power balance. The main generators are
wind and solar sources. The excess energy is absorbed by the
electrolyzer while energy deficit is supplied by the fuel cell.
This work focuses on the design of control algorithms for power
converters, which allow interconnection of generators and
loads and operate all elements at optimum operating points.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[9] WT, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC, FC
power points, Wind
forecast

The strategy presented is based on wind and demand forecast.
For a known forecast, a study is performed based on the stock
of energy stored in hydrogen tanks and batteries, determining
the maximum acceptable load, including prioritizing if it is not
possible to assure it. The operation of different elements is
based on different operating points of the battery SOC. The
optimal system response will depend on the accuracy of the
forecast.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[10] WT, FC, SC Ensure
demand

Power balance, DC and
SC energy

The strategy is based on keeping the DC bus energy, in order to
ensure demand at all times. Wind generators and fuel cells are
presented as the main generators of the system. In case of
deficit/excess energy situations, the supercapacitor will supply
or absorb energy to ensure energy stability in the bus. To
calculate the reference power of the supercapacitor, the
problem is based on state variables models, which are
represented by the DC bus and supercapacitor energy. The
resolution of the different trajectories of the state variables will
be solved by a flatness based control.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated
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[11] PV, WT, FC, BAT,
BIOETHANOL REFORMER

Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC The strategy presented tries to ensure the demand and to
maximize the use of hydrogen obtained from a bioethanol
reforming process. Wind and solar sources are the basic
generators of the system. The battery is presented as the main
backup element of the system, and hence the SOC is the most
important decision parameter. In the case of excess energy,
batteries assume the system load. In the opposite case, batteries
and fuel cells with the bioethanol reformer will provide the
necessary energy. This is an example of hydrogen resource use
for chemical industry application.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[12] PV, WT, FC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance Simple strategy for an isolated application. The main
generators are determined by wind and solar sources. In the
case of excess energy, batteries will absorb it until their
maximum capacity and then it will be discarded. In the case of
energy deficit, batteries in the first instance and subsequently
fuel cells will supply the needed energy to keep the power
balance.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[29] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand

Power balance The management strategy used is simple, wind and solar are
presented as main generators of the system. In the case of
excess energy, it will be converted into hydrogen by
electrolysis. In the case of energy deficit, a fuel cell stack is used
according to the rated power of each one. This system provides
a security response to supply the load, ensuring demand in
situations of excessive deterioration of any fuel cell, as well as a
proportionate response to demand at all times.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[46] PV, WT, FC, ELEC, BAT, UC Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC In this application all the systems used in renewable energy
generation are presented. Solar and wind are used as the main
generators, while the other elements will be used to ensure the
power balance. The use of batteries and supercapacitors is
reduced to respond against transients, supporting the other
elements with slower dynamics. In the case of excess energy,
these fast response elements will absorb the energy until they
reach their maximum SOC, and then the electrolyzer will
absorb the excess energy. In the opposite situation, they are
discharged to the minimum SOC, and then the fuel cell will
supply the energy still necessary. The paper makes a study of
different control algorithms for power converters in order to
ensure optimum operating point for each element.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[48] PV, FC, SC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, DC bus
voltage

The bus voltage is the main decision parameter for energy
management. The batteries will determine bus voltage. The use
of supercapacitors and fuel cells is limited to situations of
temporary or peak demand and excessive energy deficits
respectively.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[49] PV, BAT, FC Ensure
demand

Power balance, DC bus
voltage, Active and
reactive power

Micro grid in which the main generator is the solar source,
delegating fuel cells to supply energy in deficit situations and
batteries to absorb energy and respond against transients. The
main goal of this study is to control each element, so it focuses
on PWM techniques using fuzzy logic to maintain stable bus
voltage and supplying the active and reactive power demanded
by the load.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[31] PV, FC, SC, BAT Ensure
demand

Battery voltage The strategy is based solely on observing the battery voltage
and compares it with certain preset limits. The battery voltage
will determine the energy situation, so this parameter is
presented as the main decision variable of the system. The
power balance is kept at all times with the main source (solar)
and battery. If the battery level reaches its minimum reference
voltage, the fuel cell is activated at its maximum operating
point. In case the battery reaches its maximum value,
supercapacitors and the grid will absorb the excess energy. The
objective of using the battery voltage as an element of study,
obviates SOC based methods, therefore current measurement
which can produce medium and long-term integration errors.

On-grid application DC bus
Empirical results

[55] PV, WT, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC,
stock H2

A strategy based on power balance, battery SOC and hydrogen
stock is presented to compute the operating points of the
different elements. The charge or discharge priority is given as
result of calculating the remaining energy storage, prioritizing

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results
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hydrogen stock. In the case of excess energy, the energy will be
sent first to the electrolyzer, and then to battery. In the case of
energy deficit, stored resources will be evaluated again,
prioritizing hydrogen stock. In the case of equality of resources,
a proportional charge/discharge operation will take place. The
tool used in this case to determine the operating points of each
element would be the Model Predictive Control, and it is based
on a linear model of the system and hysteresis band for battery
SOC and hydrogen stock. The solution of the algorithm will
define the power reference of each element at all times.

[32] PV, FC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC This paper studies a power source application for a
telecommunications antenna; therefore, the system's target is to
supply the demand as long as possible. In this application, a
solar source is the main generator of the system. Batteries
respond in situations of excess or deficit of energy, in order to
ensure the power balance at all times. Finally, in case of low
battery SOC and energy deficit situations, fuel cells will supply
the demand.

On-grid application DC bus
Empirical results

[33] PV, FC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, DC bus
voltage, cost function

This work aims to increase economic and technical
performance of the whole system. In this application, the solar
source is the main generator, while the battery and the fuel cell
are used as short and medium-long term storage elements
respectively. The performance of the battery and the fuel cell
depends on the SOC and hydrogen stock in the system. In this
case, the battery SOC is related to the bus voltage, so the
battery is the main element of the system. Finally, different
simulations are presented for different allowed battery depths
of discharge, and different fuel cell operating points. The
results are intended to find an optimal sizing rather than to
demonstrate the correct operation of the proposed strategy.

On-grid application DC bus
Simulated and empirical
results

[61] PV, WT, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance The proposed strategy aims to ensure demand. The main
energy sources will be represented by solar and wind
generators, and the power balance will determine the power
operation points of the other elements. Negative balances will
cause the operation of fuel cell; positive balance operation will
cause electrolyzer start condition. The battery function is
limited to respond against transients during switching of the
other components, so it does not require high capacity. In
situations of overproduction, energy will be discarded by
dumping load.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[62] PV, WT, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, stock H2 This paper presents a strategy that guarantees power balance
with fuel cell and electrolyzer in case the hydrogen stock
permits it. Solar and wind are the main generators of the
system, while the use of electrolyzer and fuel cell are
determined for excess and deficit energy situation respectively.
The batteries will only be used to respond to transients while
fuel cell or electrolyzer are under switching operation, ensuring
system stability. This is an empirical application, so a detailed
study of sensors and conditioning equipment is performed.

Isolated application DC bus
Empirical results

[63] PV, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand

Power balance,
Weather & load forecast

The strategy target is to ensure the power balance. It uses
predictive models for solar generation. The excess/deficit
energy will be absorbed/supplied by electrolyzer and fuel cell
respectively.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulated

[64] PV, FC, BAT, ELEC Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC,
stock H2

Domestic application in which solar power is entirely used for
the production of hydrogen by an electrolyzer. Batteries and
fuel cells supply demand according to the SOC of the first and
the level of hydrogen stored. Priority in discharge situation will
be given for that element which has a greater amount of stored
energy. The use of fuzzy logic will help the task of decision and
determination of the optimum levels of charge or discharge of
each element.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[65] PV, FC, BAT, WASTEWATER Ensure
demand,
Sizing, Cost

Power balance, SOC Specific application of a hybrid renewable system and
hydrogen recovery using wastewater plant. The management
strategy is very simple and is based on batteries SOC. In the
case of excess energy, batteries absorb the surplus energy. In
case batteries reach the minimum SOC; the fuel cell with the

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results
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hydrogen produced at the wastewater plant will maintain
energy demand. Finally, an analysis is performed to verify the
performance and safety of the system for the particular
application.

[66] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand,
sizing

Power balance Work oriented to optimal sizing strategy. In this case, wind and
solar sources are main generators, while the fuel cell and
electrolyzer should respond for deficit or excess energy
respectively. To calculate the optimal sizing functions,
equipment costs, performance features as LPSP and physical
constraints associated with each element have been taken into
account. An algorithm based on swarm intelligence determines
the optimal configuration of each of the elements.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[94] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand,
sizing

Power balance The proposed strategy ignores short-term storage elements, so
the management strategy is simpler. The main generators are
wind and solar sources, while electrolyzers and fuel cells will
absorb or supply energy depending on power balance. The aim
of this work is to find an optimal sizing strategy.

Isolated application DC &AC
bus
Simulation results

[67] WT, FC, ELEC, SYNC
CAPACITOR

Ensure
demand

Power balance A very simple system in which wind turbines are the main
generators. The electrolyzer and fuel cell will respond to energy
excess/deficit respectively. In this application a synchronous
condenser is reserved for the use of reactive compensation.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[97] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,MHIDRO Ensure
demand,
sizing

Power balance The strategy used in this work is very simple and aims to ensure
the power balance. A Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is
also presented for optimal sizing. The main sources of energy in
this application are wind, solar and micro hydro. The hydrogen
elements will ensure the power balance by consumption or
energy production when necessary.

Isolated application AC bus
Simulation results

[68] PV, WT, FC Ensure
demand

Power balance, DC bus
voltage, Active and
reactive power

In this application there is no short-term storage element, so the
excess energy is discarded. Primary sources are solar and wind
generators, delegating fuel cell response to energy deficit. The
work focuses on the system control in order to ensure constant
bus voltage, power factor correction and removal of any
harmonics. Techniques for PWM control using fuzzy logic are
studied.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[69] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand,
sizing

Power balance An isolated application for a desalination plant is presented.
The primary energy is obtained with solar and wind sources. In
case of excess production, energy can be stored as hydrogen for
later use in a fuel cell. The aim of this paper is the correct sizing
of the system.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[34] PV, WT, FC Ensure
demand

Power balance This work is focused on the study of the control of power
converters in the system. However, a management strategy is
also presented. The primary generators are wind and solar
sources, delegating the fuel cell the task of supplying energy in
situations of energy deficit. In cases of excess energy or
excessive deficit, the grid may act as a further element of the
system, in order to ensure the power balance at all times.

On-grid application DC bus
Simulation results

[70] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure
demand,
sizing

Power balance This work is focused on a sizing algorithm using three-
dimensional Pareto Optimal Solution, which will determine the
optimum solution for a multi-objective problem. In this case, a
management strategy for the system is also presented. In this
application, wind and solar sources represent the main
generators while the electrolyzer and fuel cells will absorb or
supply energy respectively to ensure the power balance at
every moment.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[71] PV, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC Authors present three different strategies for energy
management based on solar panels as the main generator in the
system, and battery SOC as the most important decision
parameter. The operations of the three strategies are very
similar: the battery state of charge determines the start and stop
conditions for the electrolyzer and the fuel cell. The differences
between strategies reside in the power operation point of each
element. In the first one, the power of each device will vary
adapted at all times to the system demand. In the second
strategy, the batteries will support fuel cells in case of low
hydrogen stock. Finally, in the third strategy, all the equipment
will operate at rated power; the battery will support the system:

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results
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absorbing by fuel cell the excess produced energy or supplying
the deficit energy for the rated operation of the electrolyzer. A
comparison of the three strategies is not presented because the
main goal of the system is the sizing and not the energy control.

[72] PV, WT, FC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC Strategy applied to a domestic application. The battery SOC
will determine the start and stop conditions for the fuel cell. For
other situations, the battery maintains the power balance. As a
special feature, the use of a small starter battery in parallel with
the fuel cell will absorb transients and avoid dynamic start/stop
cycles.

Isolated application DC bus
Experimental results

[73] PV, FC, ELEC, UC Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC
(UC,H2)

This paper proposes a simple strategy that uses short-term
storage based on supercapacitors to solve problems of stability
and transients. In the present application, a solar source is the
main generator. The fuel cells are used as the main element to
supply energy in case of deficit. In the case of excess energy,
supercapacitors and then electrolyzers will absorb it. The
remaining energy will be discarded through a dumping charge.

Isolated application DC bus
Simulation results

[35] PV, WT, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC,
stock H2

The strategy is based on determining the amount of energy
stored/generated by the energy storage equipment, in order to
ensure the power balance among the main generators (wind
and solar) and demand. To determine these variables, authors
use a model based on adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) control, whose input variable values are the hydrogen
stock, battery SOC and the net power at every moment. The
result of the ANFIS method determines the optimum power
reference for the battery. Depending on the sign of the power
balance, the power reference of electrolyzer and fuel cell will
be calculated according to the difference between net and
battery power. A final study compares the results of the
proposed strategy with another strategy based on state
diagrams control, providing greater energy production and
better efficiency.

On-grid application DC bus
Simulation results

[88] PV,WT,FC,ELEC,BAT,DIESEL Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock
Simple strategy. Solar Panels and Wind Turbines are the
primary generators. The batteries will absorb or supply energy
in short term. In the long term, fuel cell and electrolyzer will
supply/absorb energy respectively. The use of Diesel generator
is relegated to high deficit of energy.

Isolated application DC bus

[89] WT,PV,FC,ELEC Ensure
demand

Power balance, H2 stock,
Water demand

This paper shows an application for water pumping. Solar
panels and Wind Turbines will supply energy as much as
possible, and the excess of energy will be used to produce
Hydrogen or store water. In case of deficit of energy, the fuel
cell will supply the demand. Finally, if necessary, the storage
water can be used to supply the demand. A water limitation
will occur when there is not enough energy to maintain the
water flow rate.

Isolated application DC bus

[41] WT,FC,BAT,ELEC Ensure
demand,
Voltage
stability

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock
In this paper, a simple on-grid application is presented. The
battery is the main element of the system, absorbing or
supplying energy during transients. Fuel cell and electrolyzer
will operate to absorb or supply energy excess/deficit
respectively. The use of grid is relegated to maintain the power
balance when the hydrogen based system is not capable of it.

On-grid application DC bus

[90] PV,WT,FC,ELEC,DIESEL,
DUMPING LOAD

Ensure
demand

Power balance, H2 stock Solar panels and Wind turbines will supply energy depending
on weather conditions. Fuel cell and electrolyzer will supply or
absorb energy during deficit/excess situations respectively. In
case of high hydrogen storage, the excess energy will be
discarded by dumping load. In case of low hydrogen stock, a
diesel generator will ensure power balance.

Isolated application DC bus

[91] PV,ELEC,BAT,FC Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock
Solar panel is the main generator of the system. Battery will
absorb or supply energy in first instance, until it reaches its
operation limits. Fuel cell will supply energy in case of energy
deficit. On the other hand, electrolyzer will absorb the excess of
energy. The authors use two battery banks which will alternate
their operation in order to reduce cycled degradation.

Isolated application DC bus

[92] PV,BAT,FC,ELEC Ensure
demand

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock
The paper presents a comparative between diesel and
renewable solutions for a radio station application. The solar
panels will supply energy as much as possible. The battery is

Isolated application DC bus
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the main element of the system, absorbing or supplying energy
while it operates between predefined SOC limits. The use of
fuel cell and electrolyzer is indicated when batteries are not
capable of ensuring demand or power balance.

Appendix C

Ref. Elements of the
hybrid system /
Application

Optimization objectives Design constraints Outcome

Strategies whose objectives include technical decision factor

[19] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime

Power balance The strategy uses a predictive control to minimize the
degradation processes of the electrolyzer and fuel cell due to
dynamic start/stop cycles. The main generators are wind and
solar sources and the electrolyzer and fuel cell will ensure
power balance in situations of excess/deficit energy
respectively. In case of high or low production, the grid can
act as a generator or load to support the system at all times
assuring certain operating conditions such as minimum input
power for the electrolyzer.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulated

[30] PV, WT, CHP, FC,
ELEC, BAT

Ensure demand, improve
performance

Power balance, SOC,
SOC (H2)

Authors present a grid-connected system for a domestic
application. The proposed strategy depends on the battery
SOC and hydrogen stock available, therefore the use of each
element will depend on them. The battery is presented as the
most important element, supplying or absorbing energy
under certain operating limits given for charge conditions.
The maximum and minimum SOC will determine the start/
stop conditions of the other components (electrolyzer and
fuel cell). The use of minimum power conditions for the
ignition of the electrolyzer and maximum depths of
discharge for batteries are included in the energy
management, in order to reduce degradation and increase
the performance of elements. Finally, in case of high deficit/
excess of energy, the grid can act as generator or load,
increasing system security.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulated and
empirical results

[74] PV, WT, FC, BAT Ensure demand, power quality,
fuel cell efficiency

Power balance,
Active and Reactive
power

The goals of this work are to operate the fuel cell stack at its
maximum efficiency operation point, while controlling the
power factor. Although the work is mainly focused on control
algorithms for power converters, an energy management
strategy is proposed. This strategy is based on the use of solar
and wind sources as main generators, while the fuel cell will
operate against any energy deficit. The use of battery will be
limited to absorb energy transients, excess energy and keep
the fuel cell on its maximum efficiency power point,
absorbing or giving power when necessary.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[36] PV, WT, FC, SC Ensure demand, Stability Power balance, SC
energy function

Authors develop a control law and a nonlinear problem
which aims to ensure the power balance. In this application,
the wind and solar sources are the main generators of the
system. To determine the contribution of the other elements,
the power reference values depend on the sign of the power
balance and the amount of available energy inside the
storage systems. The response of the nonlinear optimization
problem will be based on differential flatness-based control.

On-grid application
DC bus
Experimental

[47] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, increase
performance

Power balance, SOC In this paper, three strategies whose core decision is the
batteries SOC are presented. The solar and wind sources are
the main generators. The maximum and minimum values of
the battery SOC will determine the start and stop conditions
for the electrolyzer and fuel cell. The difference between the
three strategies is given by the use of batteries for excess
energy. In the first one, the electrolyzer will start if it reaches
a minimum operating power, while batteries will assume the
excess energy. In the second strategy, the batteries will

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results
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support the electrolyzer to achieve a minimum power value.
In the third and final strategy, the batteries will be
disconnected to avoid overcharging them. Finally, authors
present two sensitivity analyses based on the minimum
battery SOC, and the use of a fixed and variable operating
power for the fuel cell. Results determine that reducing the
minimum SOC would increase the use of batteries and
decrease the use of fuel cells. In case of a variable operating
point of the fuel cell, the hydrogen consumption will be
lower, adjusting it at all times to the required demand.

[50] PV, FC, BAT, ELEC Ensure demand, improve
performance, Battery
management

Power balance, SOC,
stock H2

The target of the proposed management strategy is to keep
power balance all times. The use of solar energy is
considered to be the main generator of the system. Batteries
assume the main role of the system, responding against
situations of excess/deficit energy. Its SOC will determine the
start/stop conditions for the electrolyzer and fuel cell. Two
different controls for battery operation are studied
depending on their SOC. First, the current control is used for
fast charging in low SOC and the voltage control to protect
the batteries at high charging conditions. When there is high
excess energy, the solar generation will be limited and it will
be used for hydrogen generation in order to absorb excess
energy. The fuel cell will be used to supply demand and
neutralize the power balance.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulated

[51] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime

Power balance, SOC In this paper, the proposed strategy is based on hysteresis
band operation determined for battery SOC. Hysteresis limits
will determine the start/stop conditions for the electrolyzer
and fuel cell. The aim of this work is to increase the useful
lifetime of elements by reducing the degradation associated
with dynamic operation. Additionally, the effect of using a
minimum power for the electrolyzer to ensure optimum
performance is studied. In order to reach the last target, two
simulations of two different strategies are presented; the first
one prevents electrolyzer operation while the excess energy
is lower than the minimum power point, and the second one
uses batteries to reach it. The result shows increased
hydrogen production in the second strategy; increasing the
overall system performance, with greater use of batteries.
Finally, a parametric analysis based on the hysteresis
bandwidth determines how it affects the battery lifetime as
well as the use of other elements inside the system.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[52] PV, WT, FC, BAT Ensure demand, improve
lifetime

Power balance,
Weather forecast,
SOC

Authors propose a strategy based on demand and production
forecast in less than a two minute range. With the result of
the forecast and the current state of the system, it will
determine the actions required, allowing the charge/
discharge of the batteries, or the start/stop conditions of the
fuel cell and the reference power for each element. The use of
this strategy will determine the efficiency of the fuel cell
operation, and avoid unnecessary start/stop cycles thus
reducing the degradation.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[53] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT, DIESEL

Ensure demand, improve
lifetime

Power balance, SOC In this paper the authors propose a study of a strategy based
on hysteresis operation depending on maximum and
minimum battery SOC. These levels determine the start and
stop conditions of the fuel cell and electrolyzer. The use of
hysteresis with minimum power conditions for the
electrolyzer, tries to reduce degradation of the elements, and
thus increases system lifetime. The use of diesel equipment
will only operate in situations of high-energy deficit.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[54] PV, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime

Power balance, SOC The work presents a solution for degradation problems
studied for fuel cells and electrolyzers. It implements a
strategy based on hysteresis band operation for battery SOC.
This strategy will determine the start/stop conditions of the
electrolyzer and fuel cell. The strategy is based on the use of
solar resources as the primary generator and a battery as a
last resort. The excess/deficit energy is absorbed primarily
by the battery if the SOC is within its operating limits, and

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results
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then by the electrolyzer or fuel cell, depending on the energy
situation. Besides the above, the fuel cell will operate in a
fixed mode to avoid power transients operation and
associated problems. Finally, the use of the electrolyzer in
fixed or variable power mode is realized, determining that
the variable operation mode is more efficient. This strategy
shows many possible solutions to increase the lifetime of
equipment, and thereby reduce costs and avoid malfunctions
associated with incorrect operation of the system.

[56] PV, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime

Power balance, SOC In this paper, a proposed management strategy based on
hysteresis operation depending on battery SOC is presented.
This parameter will define the start/stop conditions of the
electrolyzer and fuel cell. The target of the strategy is to
reduce the size of the batteries and avoid extra degradation
due to overuse. To achieve this, authors resolve to establish a
battery range in which the system will operate in normal
situations. In the case of high battery charge or discharge
situations, the electrolyzer and fuel cell will be used at full
power to bring the battery to the safe hysteresis band. In any
situation, batteries will perform in the first instance to absorb
or transfer the necessary energy to ensure the power balance.
If that is not enough, the electrolyzer and fuel cell energy will
support according to need.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[57] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT, DIESEL

Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime, sizing

Power balance, SOC In this paper, the strategy is based on the hysteresis band of
battery SOC, which determines the start/stop conditions of
the electrolyzer and fuel cell. The purpose of hysteresis is
therefore to reduce the number of power cycles, avoiding the
degradation associated with them. Besides operation with
hysteresis, minimum power values for the electrolyzer and
fuel cell are used in order to assure the optimal performance.
If the minimum power of the electrolyzer is not reached,
batteries will supply the remaining power. If the power
operation of the fuel cells exceeds the energy deficit,
batteries will absorb the excess energy. In extreme cases, the
use of diesel equipment can supply the energy deficit
necessary to ensure the power balance. Finally, a study of
sizing based on a multi-objective problem is presented.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[58] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime, sizing

Power balance, SOC Authors present a simulation tool to study different scenarios
in which solar and wind are the main generators. The
simulator has a strategy based on the hysteresis band of the
battery SOC. The maximum and minimum SOC will
determine the start and stop conditions for the electrolyzer
and fuel cell. There is no requirement to determine the
operating point of the elements inside the system, so the
energy excess or deficit will be absorbed or supplied by the
battery, electrolyzer or fuel cell just based on power balance.
Finally, a genetic algorithm is used to solve the multi-
objective sizing problem which takes into account the costs
and lifetime of each element.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[60] WT, FC, ELEC, SC Ensure demand, improve
lifetime

Power balance The work proposes a strategy that takes into account the
deterioration of fuel cells due to the influence of high
frequency switching. The proposed strategy is simple; wind is
the main generator and uses supercapacitors to support the
system during transients or load changes. The use of the
electrolyzer and fuel cell are only justified to absorb or
supply energy when supercapacitors are at their maximum or
minimum charge respectively. The use of different low pass
filters will help to reduce the problems associated with the
switching of power converters over the fuel cell.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[75] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, maximize
Hydrogen production

Power balance, SOC This study is based on three different strategies that differ in
the method of using the excess energy. All the proposed
strategies share the use of solar and wind sources as main
generators and the rest of equipment as energy storage
elements. The start/stop condition of the fuel cell and
electrolyzer depends on the battery SOC. In the first strategy,
the battery assists in the production of hydrogen with the

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulated
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main generators. The target of this strategy is to maximize
the hydrogen production. In the second strategy, the
electrolyzer will not be used, and therefore the battery will
assume the full energy excess in order to increase the
temporal response of the battery. Finally, the third strategy
has a compromise between maximizing the production of
hydrogen and maintaining an optimal battery SOC. The
battery and electrolyzer will absorb the energy excess, while
the deficit will be provided by battery and fuel cell, without
specifying any priority.

[76] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, lifetime Power balance, SOC,
stock H2

This strategy aims to ensure the demand and increase the
lifetime of the elements. In order to get it, authors present an
analysis between two alternative strategies, depending on
the priority of charge/discharge energy. In the present
application, the main generators are wind and solar sources.
The remaining elements form part of the energy storage
system. The decision variables of the system will be the
battery SOC and the hydrogen stock. The priority to charge
or discharge energy is based on the stored energy inside the
different elements. In case of equal resources, the element
with the lowest deterioration accumulated by its operation
will be responsible for guaranteeing the power balance.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[77] PV, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure demand, maximize
Hydrogen production,
minimize battery usage

Power balance, SOC The strategy has the target to ensure demand, increase
hydrogen production, and minimize the use of batteries. To
get it, batteries will operate in a narrow range of SOC,
limiting their use to respond only against transients or short-
term demands. In order to maximize the production of
hydrogen, the electrolyzer will absorb the excess energy
more often than batteries, while fuel cells will supply the
energy deficit. Authors use a system based on fuzzy logic to
decide which part of energy excess or deficit will be
supplied/absorbed by the batteries, the electrolyzer or the
fuel cell.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[95] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
UC

Ensure demand, increase life
time

Power balance, SOC
(UC)

The implemented strategy has the target of guaranteeing the
demand and increasing equipment lifetime, reducing
transients and start/stop cycles for the electrolyzer and fuel
cell. To solve the above problems, the electrolyzer will
operate at different steps of continuous power, with a
minimum starting power in order to avoid transients and
associated deterioration. Fuel cells only come into operation
when the supercapacitors SOC is lower than a defined set
level. Finally, any short-term disruption will be absorbed by
the supercapacitors, whose SOC should remain within safe
operating ranges. The operation point of each device may be
obtained at any time through the power balance equations.

Isolated application
AC bus
Simulation results

[78] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, increase
equipment lifetime

Power balance, Load
and Resources
estimation

An active strategy based on demand and production forecasts
is presented. The use of forecast and the current battery SOC
will determine a multi-objective function, designed to
maximize hydrogen production and reduce start/stop cycles
of the electrolyzer and fuel cell. The response to the
algorithm will determine which element will absorb or
supply energy at its rated power. Finally, to solve the
nonlinear problem, the use of algorithms based on dynamic
real-time optimization is performed.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[79] PV, WT, FC, BAT,
ELEC

Ensure demand, improve
lifetime

Power balance, SOC In this paper, fuzzy logic is used to implement a management
strategy that will avoid unnecessary start/stop cycles, with
the consequent degradation reduction. The decision
parameters of this strategy will be the battery SOC and
generation/demand forecast, which will determine the start
or stop conditions of the electrolyzer and fuel cell. The use of
fuzzy logic allows application of an algorithm which
determines the operation point of the different elements,
based on the previous parameters.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[80] PV, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure demand, improve
lifetime

Power balance, SOC,
stock H2, Weather
forecast

In this strategy, the solar source is the main generator of the
system. The battery SOC and hydrogen stock represent the
main decision parameters of the system, as well as the result

Isolated application
DC bus
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of generation and demand forecasts. In the first instance, the
battery will operate between preset maximum and minimum
values, which determine the start and stop conditions of the
electrolyzer and fuel cell. In order to increase the lifetime,
reducing degradation of hydrogen elements, three different
energy management strategies will be considered. The first
one is based on ensuring minimum operating power to the
electrolyzer with the discharge of battery if necessary. The
second one refers to the operating point of the fuel cells. In
order to operate the fuel cell in the maximum efficiency
range, minimum and maximum power will be determined in
order to get it. Finally, the third one is used to reduce the
number of start/stop cycles of the elements and is based on
the use of equipment in standby mode if the forecasting
determines an imminent use of them.

Simulation and
empirical results

[81] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, battery
lifetime

Power balance, SOC,
stock H2

For this strategy, an artificial neural network controller is
used in order to supply demand and preserve the battery SOC
within preset limits. The main generators are represented by
wind and solar sources, while the other elements are used for
energy storage. In normal operation, the battery usages will
respond against transient situations and start/stop cycles of
the other elements. The strategy tries to maintain a battery
SOC around 70%, so in the case of excess/deficit energy
situations, the electrolyzer and fuel cell must respond to get
it. Finally, the use of the algorithm is justified to determine
the operating point of each element when excess/deficit
energy situations occur while the battery is discharged or
hydrogen stock is too low respectively.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

Appendix D

Ref. Elements of the
hybrid system /
Application

Optimization
objectives

Design constraints Outcome

Strategies whose objectives include economic decision factor

[3] PV, FC, BAT, ELEC Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, cost function The presented strategy attempts to ensure power balance at all
times, by operating the system at the operation point that
ensures the lowest value of the system-grid cost function. The
technique uses an algorithm based on Model Predictive Control
and a demand and generation forecast. This algorithm
determines the operation points of the battery, fuel cell, and
electrolyzer. During system operation, the purchase/sales price
of grid energy is calculated at every moment, so the grid is an
important element to consider for energy management.

On-grid application
DC bus
Experimental

[28] PV, WT, MH, FC,
ELEC, BAT, DIESEL

Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, cost function This paper aims to ensure proper power supply to the load,
optimizing operating costs. Authors present a cost function
associated with the use of energy storage devices, such as
batteries, electrolyzers, fuel cells or diesel generators. The use of
physical constraints, current system status, and expected lifetime
would determine a nonlinear optimization problem, which
would be solved by genetic algorithms. The result determines at
each time the cost of each element and the optimum operating
point. The option to charge or discharge the system will be based
on the element that keeps the lowest operation cost, within the
range of optimal power for each one.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulated

[82] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT, DIESEL

Ensure demand,
cost reduction,
sizing

Power balance, cost function,
LPSP, CO2 emissions, SOC

Authors present a strategy that aims to reduce costs, emissions,
and ensure the power balance. The authors present some
expressions which model each target depending on various
parameters such as LPSP, CO2 emissions, battery SOC, cost
function... etc. Fuzzy logic and a differential evolution algorithm
are used to solve the multi-objective problem. The result of this
algorithm is the reference power for each of the elements in the

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results
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different energy situations, giving priority to the use of batteries
and renewable energy generators before diesel operation. In
general, this is a sizing algorithm.

[96] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT, DIESEL

Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, weather
prediction, cost function,
SOC, stock H2

The aim of this study is to compare the proposed strategy
regarding other strategies based on the battery SOC as the most
important decision parameter. The presented strategy in the first
instance is based on the generation and demand forecast, which
is the input parameter to the decision algorithm. Considering the
outcome of the previous forecast, the current state of the system
(battery SOC and hydrogen stock) and the degradation,
operation, maintenance and replacement costs, it will determine
the reference power of each element. The operation will take
place at each iteration by a linear simplified system model, in
order to avoid heavy algorithms. The result of the comparison
between strategies is the improvement in cost reduction,
compared to traditional strategies, but the need for very accurate
models and high processing capacity of the control system.

Isolated application
AC bus
Simulation results

[83] PV, FC, ELEC, BAT Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, SOC, stock
hydrogen, cost function

The management strategy is based on hydrogen stock and
batteries SOC. Depending on the previous decision parameters, it
will determine the batteries charge/discharge and the start/stop
conditions of the electrolyzer and fuel cell, prioritizing the
element with higher energy stored. In case both parameters are
equal, an economic decision factor represented by a cost
function, determines the element with the lowest cost to charge
or discharge inside the system.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[37] PV, WT, FC, CHLOR-
ALKALI PROCESS

Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, cost function This work is based on a particular application of the chemical
production of chlorine. In the chemical process to obtain the
product, hydrogen gas is generated, which can be stored for
future use and conversion into electrical energy. The strategy is
based on calculating the operation points of the fuel cell and the
chlorine production system, with the target of minimizing
operation costs, taking into account the benefits of injecting or
buying power from the grid. A receding horizon optimization
algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulation results

[38] WT, FC Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, cost function The presented work studies the combination of wind power and
a fuel cell to produce electricity and heat in a domestic
application. Some expressions are presented to estimate the
operation and maintenance costs of the use of the fuel cell or the
grid. A genetic algorithm in any case allows calculating the
cheaper option and determining the reference power of each
element to support wind generation.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulation results

[39] WT, FC, ELEC,
HYDRAULIC
GENERATOR, PUMP

Ensure demand,
Cost reduction

Power balance, cost function An application for a specific production model is presented. In
this case, the main power generation is given by the wind source.
In case of excess of energy, the system proposes two options. The
first one proposes the conversion to hydrogen through
electrolysis process; the second one uses a pumping station for
water storage at high altitude. In the case of energy deficit
situations, the required energy can be obtained through the
production of electricity using fuel cells, or by generating
electricity in a hydraulic plant. The most economically viable
option will act at all times. The target strategy therefore is to
maximize the wind resource, allowing the energy storage and
subsequent use in the most economical way possible.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulation results

[84] PV, WT, FC, ELEC Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, cost function The target of this work is the optimal energy management from
the economic point of view for a residential application. In order
to get it, a cost function associated with energy production of
each element is presented. The use of different physical
constraints together with the previous cost functions will
identify a nonlinear optimization problem. The problem will be
solved with the use of gravitational search algorithms. The result
is the reference power of each element, which assures the lowest
production costs for system operation.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[85] MT, FC, BAT Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, demand
prediction, cost function

In this paper, a multi-objective function is presented to calculate
the reference power of each element inside the system, knowing
the costs associated with each item and demand forecasts for the
next 24 h. The problem will be solved by an adaptive particle

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results
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modified swarm optimization algorithm, which determines the
energy delivered by each element according to the obtained
estimator.

[40] PV, FC, ELEC Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, weather
prediction, cost function

In this paper a grid-connected system is studied in which solar
energy is presented as the main generator. Authors present a
function to model the operating costs of each element and power
sale/purchase cost from the grid. The demand and solar
generation forecast and the cost function, represent the input
variables of an optimization algorithm, whose response will be
calculated by adaptive model predictive control. The result of
the optimization algorithm determines the elements’ operating
points for the most economical option, maintaining a minimum
level of hydrogen in the energy storage system.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulation results

[42] PV,WT,BAT,ELEC,FC Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, SOC,
weather prediction, cost
function

In this paper, a cost function is used to determine the power
reference of grid, fuel cell and electrolyzer in order to minimize
overall electricity cost. Battery SOC, power balance and a
weather and demand forecast are used as input parameters of the
optimization algorithm. The battery is used to absorb the
transients during the generation and demand. The grid is
another active element of the system.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulation results

[43] WT,PV,FC,ELEC Ensure demand,
cost reduction

Power balance, H2 stock, cost
function

A multi-objective function is developed to minimize the
operation and maintenance cost of the system. The result of the
optimization algorithm is the power reference of the grid, fuel
cell and electrolyzer. The fuel cell will supply energy in case of
energy deficit, while the electrolyzer will absorb energy during
energy excess situations. The grid will operate as another active
element inside the hybrid system.

On-grid application
DC bus

Appendix E

Ref. Elements of the
hybrid system /
Application

Optimization objectives Design constraints Outcome

Strategies whose objectives include technical and economic decision factor

[59] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, cost
reduction, Increase Lifetime

Power balance, SOC, stock
H2, cost and life function

The presented strategy is based on hydrogen stock and
battery SOC. The main generators of the system are wind
and solar sources, while the other devices are part of the
energy storage system. The charge or discharge of any
element inside the system will depend on which element
has the highest or lowest amount of energy stored
respectively. In the case of equality of resources, a
technical-economic factor will decide which element will
supply or absorb the necessary energy to guarantee the
power balance. This factor will be represented by a cost
function, which integrates the cost associated with the
degradation accumulated by the operating time.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[86] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, cost
reduction, improve lifetime

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock, cost function
In this paper, two targets are studied: reducing costs and
increasing elements lifetimes at the same time. In the
application, wind and solar sources are the main
generators. To calculate the priority of each element, a
multipurpose optimization problem is studied. Fuzzy
logic will be used to calculate which element will be
responsible for absorbing or supplying energy and its
power reference. The inputs of the algorithm are
represented by some cost expressions associated with
each element, as well as estimation of the remaining
lifetime and the current state of the energy of storage
equipment.

Isolated application
DC bus
Simulation results

[87] PV, WT, FC, ELEC,
BAT, DIESEL

Ensure demand, improve
lifetime, cost reduction

Power balance, SOC Authors present three different strategies for different
purposes in order to demonstrate the correct operation of
the particle swarm optimization algorithm for solving
nonlinear optimization problems. The response of the

Isolated application
DC bus
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algorithm for different configurations is the reference
power of the different elements, depending on the
different targets: minimizing costs, increasing efficiency
and equipment lifetime. Really, there is no priority in the
use of the different elements, so this priority will be
determined by the result of each algorithm calculation
for each application.

Simulation results

[44] PV,WT,FC,ELEC,
BAT

Ensure demand, improve
lifetime, cost reduction,
improve performance

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock
A multi-objective function based on degradation,
performance and cost parameters is optimized in order to
guarantee the optimal system response. The power
reference of the fuel cell and electrolyzer will be defined
by the optimization solution. Batteries are the core of the
hybrid system and they will absorb or supply energy
while they operate between prefixed states of charge
limits. The fuel cell and electrolyzer will operate under
high energy deficit or energy excess situations according
to their optimal operation point. The grid will operate as
a demand or generator depending on the sign of the
power balance.

On-grid application
DC bus
Simulation results

[93] PV,WT,FC,ELEC,BAT Ensure demand, improve
lifetime, cost reduction,
improve performance

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock, cost function,
degradation function

This paper presents a multi-objective degradation-cost
function which is minimized with an optimization
algorithm. The result of the optimization is the power
reference of the fuel cell, battery, and electrolyzer
depending on state of charge of the battery and hydrogen
stock. The hysteresis operation mode fixes the start/stop
conditions of the electrolyzer and fuel cell.

Isolated application
DC bus

[45] PV,WT,FC,ELEC,BAT Ensure demand, improve
lifetime, cost reduction,
improve performance

Power balance, SOC, H2

stock, cost function,
performance function

In this work, authors studied the behavior of a hybrid
system based on different strategies which integrate
hysteresis operation mode. These strategies define
different operation points for the fuel cell, electrolyzer,
and battery, in order to show the response of the system
under different goals, maximizing hydrogen production,
increasing system performance, and the cases of rated
operation mode for the three previous elements. The
results of different strategies are compared based on
technical and economic parameters to get the optimal
solution. Advantages and disadvantages of the different
configurations are also studied.

On-grid application
DC bus
Experimental
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